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Introduction
The advantages of LED lighting are becoming increasingly 
well known. The solid state technology requires nearly no 
maintenance, regularly consumes only one third of the energy 
of the traditional HID light sources, and offers instant on, white 
light. By populating a total cost of ownership (TCO) calculation 
with their own data and costs, operators can readily estimate their 
expected energy and maintenance savings. 

Yet even when their own calculations tell a favorable 
payback story, some operators still hesitate to invest in LED 
lighting, mainly because the cost of acquisition for LED 
fixtures typically exceeds that of fixtures with traditional light 
sources. A miscalculation, a bad installation, any unforeseen 
cost or quality problem can be an expensive proposition and 
eliminate anticipated savings. Having little experience with LED 
technology, some operators have opted to forego the benefits 
because they consider adopting the technology too high a risk. 

Mitigating risks and managing concerns
Scott Fredrick, chief executive of Phoenix Products Company, 
Inc., manufacturer of LED lights for port applications, understands. 
“As a manufacturer, we had the same concerns when we 
developed our ModCom™ LED floodlight,” he says. “It was a 
major investment, and we had to be sure the technology was ready 
for these applications.” 

For Phoenix, it was a matter of managing risk through education, 
in house testing, third party verification, and beta testing. With 
LED experience in other industries and decades of experience in 
general floodlighting at ports, Phoenix knew the keys to a successful 
application of LED technology on port cranes would be:

maintaining sufficient and uniform light levels
managing vibration to maximize the fixture life
  ensuring the longevity of the light engine in a marine 
environment

 managing thermal properties to maximize light engine life

First and foremost, the fixture should provide ample 
illumination evenly in the application. Phoenix determined that 
an output of over 20,000 lumens was required from its LED 
floodlight to replace a 1,000 watt high pressure sodium fixture. 
Operators should be able to get a firm idea of how a fixture will 
perform by requesting a lighting study from their LED lighting 
manufacturer. Sample specifications from similar applications may 
also be available to help clarify goals. 

Generally speaking, operators are looking for 200 lux minimum 
at any point 10 meters from the centerline of a crane. A common 
evenness goal would be 3:1 uniformity within a 3 meter radius; in 
that area, the maximum light level would be no greater than three 
times the minimum level in the space. A common performance 
goal specified for LED fixtures is an L70 of 50,000 hours. This 
figure indicates that, at 50,000 hours, the fixture would provide 
70 percent of its initial lumen output. 

Operators may also want to specify the color temperature 
of the light according to their preference. With crane operator 
comfort in mind, several specifications have been written with 
5,500 degrees Kelvin at a maximum, which would be similar to 
daylight, as opposed to being ‘warm’ or ‘cool’ in color. 

Lighting fixtures on port cranes are subject to constant 
vibration and the corrosive elements of a marine environment. 
Standard for any fixture in this environment are corrosion 
resistant materials and finishes, such as low copper content 
aluminum, marine grade paint, and stainless steel hardware. 

In addition to contributing to corrosion, residue left by 
saltwater condensation and evaporation can degrade optical 
performance. Terminal operators should ask LED fixture 
manufacturers to discuss how the fixture, light engine and optics 
are protected from the effects of saltwater and vibration. In its 
ModCom floodlight, Phoenix uses circuit boards conformally 
coated with silicone approved by the LED manufacturer. 

The ModCom also incorporates fully potted drivers, sealed optics 
(IP67), and stranded wires with protective sleeves at wear points. 
Phoenix tests its fixtures against the extreme vibration standards of 

Terminal operators can rely on LED 
lighting
Kristie Anderson, vice president of marketing, Phoenix Products Company, Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin, US

To perform reliably for years, the Phoenix ModCom™ LED floodlights installed on 
this mining shovel incorporate many features designed to manage the effects of 
vibration. 

This LED floodlight incorporates conformal coated circuit boards, sealed optics, 
and potted drivers to ensure years of reliable service in marine environments.
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the makers of the world’s largest earthmoving equipment, mining 
draglines and shovels. Phoenix fixtures have successfully performed 
in these mining applications for nearly two years. 

Especially critical in LED applications is a design and construction 
that direct heat away from LEDs and circuit boards, as excessive 
concentrations of heat will dramatically shorten the useful life of the 
fixture. Evidence of sound thermal management in fixture design 
includes heat sinks and metal frames to draw heat away from the 
light engine. Good air circulation also helps to dissipate heat. 

Leveraging the fact that heat rises, vertical fins encourage air 
flow from the bottom of a fixture to its top. Proper fin orientation 
in heat sinks can enhance heat dissipation by as much as 30 
percent. In modular LED fixtures, a strategic design will employ 
the space between modules to further enhance air flow. In 
addition to specifics on operating temperatures, lighting fixture 
manufacturers may be able to provide thermal images of the 
fixtures in operation to illustrate how heat is dissipated.

Objective measures and tests 
Operators considering LED options will want to review objective 
test results and third party verifications: safety certifications, 

such as UL or ETL, LM79 reports for third party verification 
of lighting performance, and lighting layouts. IP ratings and a 
marine certification, such as UL 1598A Marine Outdoor, will 
provide further proof of a fixture’s suitability. Here again, real 
world experience will trump laboratory testing and operators will 
want to consider the industry track record of the manufacturer 
and ask about similar installations. 

Despite a fixture manufacturer’s best efforts to eliminate the 
possibility of fixture failure, operators will want to know they 
have options if a failure does occur. In the case of a modular 
fixture, LED modules can be swapped out. The final protection, 
of course, is the fixture warranty. A five year warranty can be 
considered the industry standard for a performance floodlight. 

Whether motivated by a desire to reduce energy costs, to 
minimize maintenance and downtime, or to operate in a more 
environmentally conscious manner, most operators will reach 
a point of considering LED lighting. By informing themselves, 
requesting proof of performance, and asking fixture manufacturers 
to help address their concerns, operators who have been waiting 
for the technology to evolve can be assured of its reliability and 
begin to enjoy the benefits of LED lighting now. 
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